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Giovanni Ozzola
Sin Tiempo

Opening on Sunday, October 13, 2019, as from noon
Exhibition until December 29, 2019
Galleria Continua / Les Moulins is pleased to present an
exhibition of the work of Giovanni Ozzola at the Moulin de
Sainte-Marie.
Born in 1982 in Florence, Giovanni Ozzola deploys a plurality
of aesthetic modes that push him to adopt a range of creative
techniques, including photography, video, and installation, as
well as more traditional approaches like engraving and the a
strappo technique for frescos.
Giovanni Ozzola’s work, made of images and light, is a product
of these hybrid contaminations. Time slips into this light—
singular, mysterious instants multiplying and freezing in place.
Glowing lights, haloes, and vibrations enfold his landscapes,
touching the viewer in a photographic practice that carries the
art of light to its highest peak. Ozzola’s photographs emerge
from intuitions, from precise moments that have left a trace
in his memory. Images of the real and imagined images overlay
one another. We are faced with light or its absence, together
with the original idea, the experience of which Ozzola makes us
relive with his images.
The exhibition has borrowed its title from the video Sin
Tiempo, a filmed homage to the UNESCO world heritage listed
language of the indigenous population of the Island of Gomera,
a language of whistles that they use to communicate across the
massive volcanic ravines on the island. The silbo gomero has
survived across the years and is still used by the inhabitants
of the village of Añaza de Santa Cruz de Tenerife. As for their
precious archaeological site, this has paid the price of urban
development.
Sin tiempo introduces us to this incredible linguistic heritage
with a raw sensibility and curiosity, devoid of judgment. A
man atop a cliff faces the horizon. In his calm contemplation
of the landscape, he feels deep emotions swelling inside him

and in the sea and in the wind he meets his most long standing
companions. The flow of intimate and universal consciousness
is expressed through a secret code that mixes with the breath
of the wind. ‘Dark night / heart full of fear / you don’t need to
fear / the horizon doesn’t get any closer / ’cause it isn’t running
any further / I breathe…’.

Solamente tu ed io e Aida [Only You and Me and Aida] is a
series of photographs taken in military bunkers, describing
the confrontation between the darkness—a deep blackness
we imagine as belonging to the past—and the power of the
horizon, which disperses the dark, bringing the unsettledness
of the human to light.
The photographs’ magnificent perspectives reveal the
contrast between an interior worn away by time and full of
signs, a place that crushes us as much as it protects us, and a
diffuse horizon whose silent harmony is dizzying.
The graffiti on the wall, traces of a passing human presence,
are neutralised by the luminosity of the natural scene that
invades the frame of the image as well as the eye of the viewer,
who gives herself up to a light to which she secretly aspires.
Giovanni Ozzola’s images, stripped of all narrative, are
images in conflict: their extreme equilibrium take us to places
where our mind is calmed and comforted. They lead the viewer
into a place of refuge, but the window pierces an opening in the
depth of field, ripping the two-dimensionality of the photograph
apart, making room for an immensity. The horizon is far off,
unattainable, frightening and exciting. This chosen destination
of explorers and dreamers offers itself up as a disturbed place
in which to lose your way.
The waves of the sea stand out against the uniform sky,
eternity and the instant fusing together along the dividing line
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between the sky and the sea. This is where the feeling of the
sublime comes from.
Giovanni Ozzola invites us to leave the known universe behind,
and to embark on a voyage beyond the Pillars of Hercules. A
detailed map has been reproduced on the floor: the lines—lines
of suffering and hope—correspond to the explorers’ routes
collected by the artist to be engraved in brass and slate,
like scars left behind by those who would go out to meet the
unknown and their own fears.
Courage, the fruit of a vital need for knowledge, leaves a
profound mark in the unconscious of the whole of humanity. It
is thanks to the bravery of the great dreamers that what is left
to explore lies beyond the horizon.

Chiocciole – Your lips make me nervous presents the perfect,
secret form of the maze. Its shapes describe the geometry of
distant galaxies and their golden colour gives back the magical
instant of creation and of vision. Attracted by rust, they are
concentrated on the rough, oxidised surface of the iron. The
brass they are made of marries the natural and the artificial.
Sculpture, installation, and painting are not so distant from
his practice in photography.
Ozzola has used the a strappo technique for removing frescos
to fix in time the marks engraved on the surface of walls. This
rock art testifies to the passing presence of human beings
in the individual-universal sphere. The artist’s intervention
completes the work with the addition of colours that mix
with the stratifications of time. Like the map of a time and a
place, North Wall and South Wall lucidly examine the common
injunction to manifest our presence in a here and now.

Chronos (time) and Logos (space) are magisterially
interlinked in the works of Giovanni Ozzola. In the diaphragm of
the camera, eternity and the instant touch, mingling personal
experience with collective memory.

Born in Florence, in 1982, Giovanni Ozzola currently lives
and works in Canary Islands, Spain. Exhibitions of his work
have been held internationally in numerous public and private
institutions, most recently: in 2019 - If I Had to Explain, You
Wouldn't Understand, Fosun Foundation Shanghaï , in 2018 –
Pitch Black, Palacio de los Marqueses de Moctezuma, Museo
Unicaja Joaquin Peinado, Ronda (Málaga), Spain; MI VERDAD,
CON SU TIEMPO Y ESPACIO – ALGO TUYO Y MÍO, Fundación
Unicaja, CUC Centro Unicaja de Cultura de Antequera, Spain;
Vanitas, Rotary Waregem, Claessens Canvas, Waregem,
Belgium; RECTO VERSO, at the Louis Vuitton Foundation, Paris,
France; IL RICHIAMO DI CTHULHU, MANIFESTA 12, collaborative
event, Palazzo Mazzarino, Palermo, Italy and WunderMoRE,
MAXXI (Museo Nazionale delle Arti del XXI Secolo), Rome,
Italy; in 2017 – Relitti e Camere con stelle, Untitled Association
Lynchen, Berlin, Germany; Mirage, Suburbia Contemporary
Cultures, Granada, Spain and Fumo, Macro, Rome, Italy; in
2016 – Adrift, District 6 Museum, Cape Town, South Africa;
Sistemi di realtà, Sms, Pisa, Italy and Re-Birth, Abu Dhabi Art,
Abu Dhabi, the United Arab Emirates. His works are held in
numerous private and public collections, among which feature
MART, Rovereto, Italy; Chelsea Art Museum, New York, USA;
Sharjah Maraya Art Center, Dubai; Mori Museum, Tokyo, Japan;
Schunck- Glaspaleis, Herleen, Netherlands; Künstlerhaus Palais
Thurn Und Taxis, Bregenz, Austria; Man Museo d’Arte, Nuoro,
Italy; Waseda University, Tokyo, Japan; Centre d’Art Bastille,
Grenoble, France; GC,AC, Monfalcone, Italy; Viafarini Docva,
Milan, Italy; Centro Arti Visive Pescheria, Pesaro, Italy; OCAT
– Contemporay Art Terminal, Shanghai, Guandong Museum of
Art, Guangzhou, China; 2139, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia; District Six
Museum, Cape Town, South Africa. Among Ozzola’s awards are
the Premio Cairo (2011), Premio Terna (2008) and Seat Pagine
Gialle (2007).

